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Write and Share
YOUR STORY
We all share one common vision on different levels, forums and ways:
We are all part of the Kingdom of God! We need to tell our stories as we
grow in sharing the vision! Please participate in the compilation of the
TAG and use this forum to tell your story to the rest of the network.
You can send your contributions, in this way sharing the vision and
KINGDOM STORIES with each other. We can share stories regarding
doing “normal business” the Kingdom way. We also want to share our
corporate stories, how we work together and how we impact society.
Any news and notes – let’s share and grow in UNITY!

Email: Spretorius@ages-group.com,
Lralepelle@touching-africa.com or
Avanrooyen@touching-africa.com
88 MC Roode
Potchefstroom
PO Box 19460
Noordbrug 2522
Tel: +27 82 774 2246
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1: Sharing the Vision

The first section in the TAG shares vision inputs from Touching
Africa associates. Here we share Word and testimonies,
proclaiming what God is revealing and doing in our midst.

The Overpowering Tenderness of God
~ By Corinne Sandenbergh ~
You will receive many words over the next several
weeks as 2020 begins to close in on us, but one
word that I feel the Lord saying is: “This is the
Year of (spell it) V-I-C-T-O-R-Y!” All the things
that you have been believing for are about to
manifest.
For the Lord says, “My time is NOW. I am ready
to act. I speak over you: No more hold-ups! No
more cancellations! No more setbacks! No more
delays! No more distractions! I want My children
to realise at this moment that it is a NOW season,
because NOW faith will be needed in this hour!
‘Now faith’ requires that you walk in expectant
faith at every moment of every day.
V.I.C.T.O.R.Y
Do not doubt My Word and promises any longer.
In this new decade, beginning in 2020, you will
experience V-I-C-T-O-R-Y! Yes, VICTORY on
every level.” Here is an acronym of VICTORY
that the Holy Spirit has given me for you today:

I would say that, in this time, I’m going to bring to
light all My promises and shine right in the face
of your enemies. Even he will see My goodness
in the land where you are living!
As a matter of fact, I am putting My seal upon
you. No foe can withstand My validation. All of
hell will have to recognise My power, authority,
and rank with which I have validated you! You
will walk in a supernatural unction never realised
before. Even you will not believe what I am doing
through and in you, before your very eyes,” says
the Lord of Hosts!
I: Increase is coming!
The Lord says: “It is not just regular, everyday,
run-of-the-mill increase, but EXTRAORDINARY
INCREASE! It is the kind of increase that Isaac

V: Validation
“There are no ifs, ands, or buts about it anymore,”
says the Lord. “You belong to Me. Your enemy
(the accuser of the brethren) wants you to doubt
everything that I have said to you and everything
I have done in your life.
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received – the kind that made his neighbours
envy him. In My Word, I recorded where
‘Isaac sowed seed in the land, and in that
very same year he reaped a hundredfold, for
the Lord blessed him.’ He became a very rich
man and his wealth continued to grow. He
had so many flocks, herds, and servants that
even the Philistines envied him.
Are you ready for that kind of INCREASE
on your life? Are you ready for the kind of
increase where you are almost ashamed
to tell what I have done that particular day
because it is so much? You are going to
increase so much that the world will shake
their head and say, ‘How can it be?’ And
when they do, your answer will be, ‘It is by
the strong hand of the Lord that this work has
been wrought!’”
C: Catapulting
The Lord says: “This is a very rare word that
is not used so much in this day that you live
in, but I am bringing it back. To get the full
meaning of My Word over you, examine the
definition from the world’s perspective.”
“To catapult” means: to launch; a slingshot;
to bring suddenly into prominence; to jump or
to spring; to throw violently. This word is even
used as a device that launches aircraft from a
warship.
The Lord says: “This is the season in which
your head will spin with what I am about to
catapult you into. Your head will spin with
where I am about to catapult you to. My
servant Amos describes it perfectly, saying:
‘Yes indeed, it won’t be long now.’ GOD’s
DECREE [is]: “Things are going to happen so
fast your head will swim, one thing right on the
heels of the other. You won’t be able to keep
up. Everything will be happening at once and
everywhere you look, blessings!” (Amos 9:1315 MSG).

So, get ready to mount up with wings as the
eagles. Get ready to soar as I catapult you
through every open door before the return of
your great God and Saviour, ME!”
T: Taking territory
“This has always been on My mind. Ever
since the beginning of time, in the garden with
Adam and Eve, My first commandment was,
‘Be fruitful, and multiply, and replenish the
earth, and subdue it and have dominion!’
Territory has always been–and always will be–
on the mind of your foe, satan. He has been a
thief, murderer, liar, and destroyer ever since I
discovered iniquity that was found in him.
However, this brand-new decade will bring
about a determination and grit inside of you.
You will have the determination and grit to no
longer stand on the outside of your dream and
purpose, looking in. Instead, in this year of
2020 and beyond, you will seize territory with
every step you take.”
The Lord your Fighter says: “Every step is
strategic in this season. As I told My servant
Moses, and later told Joshua as well, ‘The
Lord will drive out all the nations ahead of you,
though they are much greater and stronger
than you. You will take over their land. Every
place upon which you set your foot will be
yours. I will give you every place upon which
you set your foot, as I promised Moses.’”
The Lord says, “This territory will bring you into
new places and new opportunities. I will give
you the Key of David. I will open doors that no
man can shut and shut doors that no man can
open. Do you see it? Can’t you envision my
plan for you?
You will take territory: You will take the territory
of your house. You will take the territory of your
family, marriage, and children. You will take
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the territory of starting your own business and
going into entrepreneurship for the Kingdom.
You will take your health back in the name
of the Lord. Your mind is lining up with the
Living Word of God. You are stepping out to
take land, properties, and opportunities only
dreamed of before.”
O: Opportunity
“Opportunity is the key word that is exploding
in this season of your life, and on My calendar
of events. My people have been held up and
held back, and now is the time to believe for
ALL that I have promised.
2020 will see opportunities and doors that you
can only imagine and dream about. I am the
God of ‘exceeding abundantly above all you
can ask or imagine.’ It is the time to prove Me
and ask Me for ANYTHING!
When you call Me, I will answer even before
you call.
While you are still speaking, I will hear you!
You have been wondering, ‘When will my time
come? How can I get ahead with the calling
on my life’? Yet, I know the plans I have for
you,” says the Lord, “plans to prosper you and
give you a hope and a future.
There is not only coming a door of opportunity,
but multiple doors of opportunities. Promotion,
possibilities, favour, promise, advancement,
and success are all around you. Look for
them; and when you see them, seize them!”
R: Restoration
“Restoration is a part of My covenant with
you, My child. My promise is that ‘I will restore
unto you the years that the swarming locusts,
the crawling locust, the consuming locust, and
the chewing locust have eaten.’ My promise
covenant is that ‘You shall eat in plenty and
be satisfied, and praise the name of the Lord
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your God, who has dealt wondrously with you;
and My people will never be put to shame.’
Get ready to see an overflow of things that will
come back to you that you thought were lost.”
For the Lord of Restoration says, “I am not just
putting you back to your original place. I am
placing you in a position where your enemy
will regret that he ever stole from you because
of the bounty of the harvest that is coming!”
Y: Yearning
I desire for all my children to yearn for and
desire My presence. It is My presence that will
carry you, giving you My peace and love, in
this culture of yearning for everything but Me.
The intensity of My overpowering tenderness
that is prevalent during this time will carry you
to a place in which My overshadowing hunger
will consume you. The yearning that will
overwhelm you at this time will bring a strong
desire for the enjoyment and pleasure that are
found in My presence.
I am giving you a great and strong desire to be
with Me in this season.
My presence is the only thing that will bring
you both true meaning and a craving for Me.
I have promised, ‘Draw nigh to me and I will
draw nigh to you.’ I am ready to show you My
miracles, signs, and wonders that are getting
ready to explode on this Earth. My dynamic
power is getting ready to go off in your very
spirit-being, lighting up this dark world for My
glory!”
“V-I-C-T-O-R-Y is promised and is therefore
sure and absolute!
Victory in this new decade will look like and be
bigger, greater, and more attainable than any
other season of your life. This is My promise!
This is My guarantee! This is your destiny!
Take it! Believe it! Expect it!”
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Kings Institute: Developing Curriculums
~ By Stephan Pretorius ~
Christa and I had the privilege of joining
the team involved in the development of
Curriculums for the Kings Institute for a
weekend in February. This Institute is
the vision and dream of the Southern
Africa Higher Christian Education Trust
(SAHCET), representing various private
Christian Based schools in South Africa.
We discussed KINGDOM principles
as a foundation for new curriculum
development. It not only involved the
content of the different specialist
subjects, but a holistic perspective of
what is required to train a teacher to
understand KINGDOM Principles in
every-day life. A profound realisation
encapsulated that we should not train
people to be “teachers”, but rather
“facilitators of teaching”! We also
concluded to develop the curriculums on
a ‘KINGDOM WORLDVIEW’, rather than
a ‘Christian worldview’.

On a practical level, this implies that the
LOGOS WORD OF GOD, reflecting the
KINGDOM, must be at the core of all
curriculums, as well as the way “teaching”
is commenced. We have to guide people to
be RELATION focused rather than religion
focused, growing not only in knowledge, but
revelation. These aspects are vital in the
process of creating a positive environment
for the seed of the KINGDOM to grow!
We are looking forward to the development
of this Institute and to see the contribution
it will make to the African Society in future.
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2: News and Notes
The second section of the Tag highlights news of personnel, personal
aspects, administration and arrangements within Touching Africa.

Advantages of Touching Africa’s
Kingdom Investment Approach
1. An Enterprise Development
partner skilled in identifying
entrepreneurial leaders and
growing successful businesses

2. Full offset of Enterprise
Development spent against
taxable income using S12J of
SARS Tax Act

Touching Africa’s Kingdom
Investment Approach
3. Full Enterprise
Development credits against
BBBEE score card initiatives
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4. BEE procurement credits at
150% contribution towards
the BBBEE score card
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Veldskoen

We are proud to announce a partnership between the
well-known proudly South African Veldskoen brand
and Touching Africa, where at least 20 % of the revenue
from sales within and through the Touching Africa
Network will flow to the Touching Africa Development
Trust to be used for community development projects.

What better way to
stand tall and walk as

a conqueror, literally

TOUCHING AFRICA,
one step at a time.

Order your pair of Touching Africa
branded shoes now at R899 a pair and
start 2020 on the right foot, making every
step count! Contact Stephan Potgieter to
place your individual or bulk orders:
spotgieter@touching-africa.com.

2: News and Notes
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BEEP:
Programme Launch
Frank Mosidi
On the 7th of February, Touching Africa
launched the BEEP programme. We regard the
launch as one of the most critical aspects of our
Programme as it sets the stage for the entire
journey and experience. This process was key
in ensuring that we obtain diverse perspectives
and inputs from our delegates. Additionally, it
will guide us to paint a more comprehensive
picture for all involved, whilst at the same time
letting participants feel heard and valued.
The keynote speakers covered the following
topics:

•

•

•

the implementation history, 2020’s vision
and the energy so far demonstrated by all
associated with the programme, it is clear that
greater outcomes are in the making.
One of our mandates has to do with elevating
the status of the programme towards formal
recognition. Thus, the introduction of specific
administrative routines represents some of
the small steps (low hanging fruit) that need
to be in place going forward to achieving the
ultimate goal.

PROF DEON DE KLERK: THE
VISION OF TOUCHING AFRICA,
BEEP AND ITS HISTORY
MR FRANK MOSIDI: LEADING THE
GROUP IN MAKING USE OF THEIR
SKILLS AND TALENTS
DR STEPHAN PRETORIUS:
PURPOSE AND IDENTITY

One of the core purposes of implementing the
BEEP Programme is to give TA an opportunity
to expand the knowledge base of all the
delegates who attend the session. Based on
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BEEP 2020 Actions
5 & 6 March: Business Fundamentals
16 & 17 April: Business Financial Fundamentals
8 May:
Managing People and Time
19 June:
Legal and Institutional Matters
10 July:
Business Start-Up and Funding
14 August:
Writing a Business Plan
11 September: Group Pitches
16 October: Individual Pitches
13 November: Graduation Ceremony

Bring your friends, employees
and anyone with a heart for
entrepreneurship.
Contact Louisa Ralepelle :
0795123745
lralepelle@touching-africa.com

2: News and Notes
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Touching Africa 2020 Vision
Planning and Scheduling
The following Touching Africa actions are listed for 2020. The focus
is to re-group all Touching Africa network links and activities under
different workshops as represented by the Touching Africa Cooperatives that have been put into place during 2019:
26 Jan 2020:
Touching Africa Cooperative Workshop:
Social development (Saki Tlotleng)
21 FEB 2020:
Touching Africa Cooperative Workshop: Business Services and Enterprise
Development (Tiaan Liebenberg)

MARCH 2020
13 march 2020:
Touching Africa Cooperative Workshop: Integrated
Development Services (Stephan Pretorius)
•
Defining role players
•
Defining co-operative services
•
Program development: Bojanala
•
Agreements and commitments
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15 May 2020:
Touching Africa Co-operative Workshop: Training and
Education services (Cobus Sipsma)
25/6 Jun 2020:
Touching Africa Co-operative Workshop: Social development
(Saki Tlotleng)
17 Jul 2020:
Touching Africa Co-operative Workshop: Trade and Tourism
(Stephan Potgieter)
20 Aug 2020:
Touching Africa Development Trust Board meeting
21 Aug 2020:
Kingdom Word and Vision Conference: Word foundations
and Kingdom vision (Stephan Pretorius)
•
What is the prophetic Word now?
•
Vision and mission: The Corporative Body of Christ
18 Sep 2020:
Touching Africa Co-operative
Service (Ferdie Mocke)

Workshop: Agricultural

13 Nov 2020: Touching Africa Gala Evening: Rewards
and Celebration (TA team)
•
Three Year celebration
•
Sharing vision and hope

2: News and Notes
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3: Touching Africa Projects

The third section involves projects by the Touching Africa Development Trust,
outlining the different projects and programs that have an impact on society.

LIST OF TA PROJECTS
Metsi A Batho
Project Leader: Louisa Ralepelle
Metsi A Batho is a Touching Africa project that aims to make
an evident difference to people at root level – supporting
water supply to Rural Communities. With Metsi A Batho, we
embarked on a program to contribute to the improvement of
Operation and Maintenance on a local level.

Haraka
Project Leader: Hennie Hannekom
Haraka is an initiative whose main focus is to implement
sustainable conservation within an economical feasible
environment that promotes economic growth. Haraka aims
to be involved within and around the Kruger National Park.
The Pilanesberg National Park could be used as a pilot
project due to the fact the it is a smaller park than KNP;
thus, a more manageable area.

STOP Human Trafficking
Project Leader: Corrine Sandenbergh
STOP (Stop Trafficking of People) operates as a NonProfit Organisation of like-hearted representation from
organisations that are actively involved in the fight against
human trafficking.
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LIST OF TA PROJECTS
Banna Ba Kae
Project Leader: Saki Tlotleng
Banna Ba Kae’s main purpose is to engage men and boys
in the prevention of Gender Based Violence. They strive to
render intensive awareness and outreach programmes in
Ikageng Potchefstroom and surrounding areas. Ultimately,
they aim to enhance family and community values.

Seboni Vegetable Gardens
Project Leader: Mari van der Westhuizen
Seboni Gardens is a Touching Africa project that assists
community members from Ikageng (Potchefstroom) with
the establishment and maintenance of vegetable gardens.
Through this initiative, those involved can provide
vegetables for their families and learn the basics of trade.

Real Life Centre
Project Leader: Peter Africa
The Real Life Centre is a Non-Profit Organisation. Their
main aim is to serve the community known as Ext.11 (in
Ikageng, Potchefstroom) and progressively the larger
surrounding communities. This is done through multidisciplinary initiatives. The long term objective is to have
a full primary and secondary school with sports facilities.
Adult education, and especially entrepreneurs training,
will also be implemented by the Real Life Centre

BEEP
Project Leader: Frank Mosidi
The Broad Enterprise Empowerment Program called
(BEEP) is a program that empowers unemployed people to
become entrepreneurs and sustainable contributors to the
business sector

11
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LIST OF TA PROJECTS
Touching Africa Zambia
Project Leader: Benji du Preez
The Du Preez family is spearheading Touching Africa
Zambia. They are making an enourmous impact, mainly
through the ABBA programme where they train people to
be able to be do basic food production. There are 44 people
working on the farm and making a living this way.

Ahava School
Project Leader: Zoe du Preez
18 year old Zoe has a school with children aged between
4 and 7 years. At the moment the school is still in its initial
stages. She hopes to be able to love and teach the children
of God and take part in their spiritual, physical, emotional
and mental growth.

Seboni Creative Centre
The strategy of this program is based on the principle to
lead people to TRADE rather than the giving of AID. The
Seboni project is designed to provide 25 beneficiaries
with teaching, training and resources that will enable them
to become entrepreneurs in their own right. It empowers
unemployed women in and around the pre-school at Seboni
Street 15439.

Anti-bully Project
Project Leader: Jacques Gombault
Actor and Film maker, Jacques Gombault is spearheading
this campaign with great effect in different schools. He
visits schools and informs them about the different forms of
bullying. He also provides them with material that discusses
the problems in depth at a level that is appropriate for kids.
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LIST OF TA PROJECTS
The King’s Institute
Project Leader: Cobus Spisma
The Kings Institute is an online higher education
institute that will train teachers at B.Ed and M.Ed
levels. The Christian University’s training process is
a combination and online studies running through an
integrated digital platform.

Potchefstroom Programme of Change
Various Project Leaders
The focus of this project is to make a true difference in
the community, initially by developing a shelter for the
homeless people of Potchefstroom aiming to cultivate
safety ambassadors. Further initiatives include
developing a truck stop to minimise truck activity in
the city and further the establishment of a farm that will
equip the community to generate their own income.
Other movements within the project encompass job
opportunities and developing strategic facilities.

We Move Lifestyle
Fusion Itumeleng Khorae
The aim is to improve and enhance productive change
by breaking the barriers between Small Towns and
Big Cities through ART, SPORTS, FITNESS, and
MOTIVATION AND BUSINESS PROGRAMS, challenging
all our environmental strongholds and bad habits.
The program will have a direct impact that will provide a fun and safe place for
primary and high school students during after school hours; provide positive
interaction with NGO’s within involved communities; Encourage and develop life
skills, respect for others, and positive social interaction; Introduce and engage
youth in positive and potential life-long recreational pursuits; and provide an
environment for business motivations as well as a place where needy children can
get assistance to do their homework, read, and receive assistance/tutoring.
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LIST OF TA PROJECTS
Sizanani
Project Leader: Marga Baron
Sizanani is an NPO working in three municipalities in rural
Kwazulu-Natal. They develop and implement health, social
and sustainable livelihood programmes in cooperation
with communities. Sizanani aspires to uplift the health,
and economic and social statuses of those involved.

iDUC
Project Leader: Santi Britz
iDUC is a Non-Profit Organisation registered in South Africa,
based in Potchefstroom, North-West Province, but working
nationally in South Africa. iDUC’s mission is to create
awareness to stop the violence against women and children
and to give support to victims. They believe that abuse can
be stopped by engaging with boys and men in the prevention
of gender-based violence.

Invest Rural
Project Leader: Karabo Dube
The focus of Invest Rural is to assist Traditional Leaders
in a process to stimulate local development in rural areas.
It is a development forum established by Karabo Dube
from Mosiamise Development, as a supporting initiative
to the National House of Traditional Leaders.

The Projects within Touching Africa are growing
and we are excited about each project to be
added to the TA Project list.
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Seboni Vegetable Gardens

~ By Mari van der Westhuizen ~
Touching Africa has been supporting
a vegetable garden project at Naledi
Christian Academy in Ikageng Extension
11 since 2015. The vision of this project is
to empower unemployed people, to train
people to trade and to provide food for the
school, that currently has approximately
100 pupils. The school needs a certain
amount of vegetables each week and the
rest are sold in Ikageng Extension 11.
There are thirty vegetable capsules / domes
as well as another piece of land planted
with vegetables. Seboni vegetable garden
holds great opportunity for expansion, as
there is a total of 1.3 hectares available for
growing vegetables, of which merely 10%
is currently being used. There is a need for
more volunteers to be trained in vegetable
production and trading.

To successfully continue the program,
the volunteers require financial support to
some extent, as sales are not yet sufficient
to sustain them. Seeds, seedlings and
compost are needed too. We are also
considering supplying the project with a
chicken coop or two and chickens in the
future, to provide the school with eggs.

R150 can provide 10 children with
vegetables for a month.
For more information, please contact
Mari van der Westhuizen: 018 297 6588.
Donations can be made through PayFast:

https://www.payfast.co.za/
donate/go/touchingafrica

3: Touching through our Projects
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The Influence of Media
The Bully Project: PART TWO

~ By Jacques Gombault ~
A recap on Part One of “The influence of
Media” is that I was faced with a problem
on whether “entertainment” had any
place in a church service or any church
function, for that matter. The church (and
the service) is seen as holy and sacred
and therefore there would surely be no
place for conventional entertainment in the
confines of the church.
In Part One, I mentioned how God
miraculously sent someone from Beverly
Hills, USA (the global epicenter of
entertainment), to provide me with the
required strength I needed as I was faced
with the decision of continuing or quitting
my Junior Thesis on the subject of Church
Drama.
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My decision was based on the following
question: “Which has the potential to
reach (impact and change) more people,
the entertainment industry or the Church?”
Before I share my answer to this age
old question, I want to share how God
brought clarity and revelation to me
whilst writing my junior thesis.
One Sunday morning I attended a service
at the Church where I had played the role
of ‘satan’ two years earlier. This had also
made the Sunday Newspaper and was
the point of many heated discussions
(see article attached).
At this time, I was considering changing
the subject of my thesis and was in

3: Touching Africa Projects

deep contemplation pertaining to this. On
this Sunday morning, the service was led
by Professor Malan Nel from the Vista
University. He’s message culminated with
a statement that I clearly remember to
this day. He stated: “As a Christian, you
cannot believe that something is merely
coincidental.”
Intrigued by Professor Nel’s message, I
attended the evening service that night
as we were told that he would also be
leading the evening service. However,
Professor Nel brought a friend along to the
service. Mr Eddie Gibbs had come to visit,
all the way from America, Beverly Hills to
be exact. Professor Nel had brought an
American to an Afrikaans speaking, Dutch
Reformed congregation. He had driven
past many restaurants on his way to the
church service and could quite easily have
dropped Mr Gibbs off at any one of them.
Needless to say, he did not! He thought it
best to bring his American friend to a very
Afrikaans service. A coincidence? I don’t
think so.
Being the person I am, I felt compelled to
approach Mr Gibbs in the vestry after the
service and we began to talk. I shared
my predicament and thought process on
entertainment in the church service as
well as considering changes my thesis.
He gave me some incredible insight and
perspective and advised me to read a
book which he had written, titled: “The God
who communicates”. This book has been
nothing short of revolutionary in my life
and significantly contributed to the spiritual
foundation on which I completed my thesis,
with honors (cum laude).
In his book, he wrote the following statement
(one of many): “It’s not until you have asked
the questions, until you’ve stumbled upon

the answers, that the solutions become
obvious”. To me, this really hit home. A
faith based film or church drama should
preferably not strive to answer a question,
instead it should provoke the viewer or
congregation to ask a question. Questions
they very often did not think about. If you
can achieve this, your audience will search
and hunger for the answers. Answers that
can then be provided through teaching,
preaching or testifying. It is then that you
have made an Impact!
In the five films that I have since then
produced, I strive for that objective. To
have an impact. The goal should not be to
entertain the viewer but rather to Impact
the viewer.
A challenge with this approach is that a
production will not achieve the desired
impact if it is boring or ‘preachy’. In order
to resolve this, entertainment must be
factored into the production in order to
heighten the impact.
Two of my films that I believe has
achieved this, is “Samson had no
Muscles” and “Poppielariteit”.
What we now need is to educate our
audiences. One cannot compare impactful
productions with large-scale Hollywood
productions. It will be like trying to compare
food with desert. Desert can never replace
food, that will be dangerously unhealthy
but there is always room for some desert.
If entertainment is going to continue to
follow the route of entertainment during
the “Roman era” (as discussed in Part
One of the article) as we see on social
media, then the demand for vulgar and
brutal entertainment will only increase.

(To be continued)
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The Metsi-A-Batho Program

Coming to Life
~ By Louisa Ralepelle ~

We want to extend our sincere gratitude to NWU PUK SJGD for
their donation to TOUCHING AFRICA. The SJGD’s generous
gift will have a major impact on minimizing water scarcity in the
rural areas of the North West Province. Your support encourages
our continued commitment to reaching our goal.
During our involvement in rural water
supply projects over the last three decades,
we observed that the lack of Operation
and Maintenance of borehole installation
and related water supply infrastructure
became one of the major challenges in
water provision on a local level. This, to
a large extent, leads to major disruptions
in water supply to many rural people over
long periods of time.
The Metsi-A-Batho program will contribute
to the improvement of Operation and
Maintenance on a local level.
With the money that was provided, we will
address the water issue in Welgevonden,
a village within the Dr Kenneth Kaunda
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District Municipality, North West Province.
The population of the community is 4800
people.
The community has a windmill that once
served the residents with drinking water
and water for their livestock and crops.
The borehole has deteriorated as the
pipes transporting the water have reached
the end of their lifespan. The renovation of
this commodity will:
•
Provide residents with domestic
water
•
Assist +/- 100 farmers with their
livestock
•
Sustain small and large crops
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4: Network Businesses
reflecting Kingdom
The fourth section includes stories of how “normal

business” is an instrument in the hands of the Kingdom.

Dr Rassie Erasmus

GOOD DAY. MY NAME IS RASSIE. I HAVE
BEEN A MEDICAL DOCTOR ACTIVE IN
PRIVATE PRACTISE FOR THE PAST 30
YEARS.
MY DAILY DUTIES INCLUDE
GENERAL MEDICINE, SMALL SURGERIES,
THEATRE WORK AND OBSTETRICS.

WHEN I STARTED OUT AS A YOUNG DOCTOR
FRESH OUT OF SCHOOL 30 YEARS AGO, MY
FOCUS WAS HELPING PEOPLE. ONE OF MY
MAIN GOALS WAS ALSO TO MAKE MONEY
TO BE ABLE TO REACH SOME WORLDLY
GOALS I SET FOR MYSELF IN LIFE.
I HAVE BEEN A BELIEVER IN JESUS CHRIST
SINCE GRADE 4, AND GOD AND HIS WORD
HAVE ALWAYS BEEN IMPORTANT SECTIONS
OF MY LIFE. HOWEVER, 15 YEARS AGO,
GOD, HIS KINGDOM AND HIS PLANS
BECAME MY LIFE AND MY MINISTRY IN ALL
AREAS OF MY BEING.
GOD PRESSED IT ON MY HEART TO
CHANGE MY EVERY DAY AND MY PRACTISE
TO SERVE AND HONOUR HIM, HIS GLORY
AND HIS KINGDOM.
WE STARTED TO
PLAY CHRISTIAN VIDEOS AND MUSIC IN
THE PRACTISE AND TO HAVE BIBLES ON
THE TABLES. TWO TO THREE TIMES IN
OUR BUSY DAY, GOD WOULD OPEN A
CONVERSATION WITH A PATIENT ABOUT
HIM AND HIS PLAN FOR THEIR LIVES AND
THEIR STRUGGLES. DURING THESE TIMES,
I WOULD SHUT DOWN FROM THE WORLD
AROUND ME AND ONLY ALLOW THE HOLY
SPIRIT TO MINISTER TO THIS PERSON
THROUGH ME IN THE WAY HE SEES FIT.

7

TWICE A WEEK, WE ARE BLESSED TO HAVE
A WONDERFUL, TRULY-DEVOTED AND WISE
LADY IN THE PRACTISE, COUNSELLING
PEOPLE ON THE TRUTHS OF THE WORD.
THIS WOMEN WAS A FULL TIME SANGOMA,
LOST 5 CHILDREN TO THE GRAVE, DID NOT
HAVE FOOD, WAS PHYSICALLY ABUSED BY
HER HUSBAND WHEN SHE WAS YOUNG AND
SHE SPEAKS THE PEOPLE’S LANGUAGE
– THUS, SHE IS TRULY ABLE TO HAVE
COMPASSION FOR PEOPLE AND THEIR
STRUGGLES.
IT IS NOW IMPOSSIBLE FOR ME TO GO
INTO MY DAY AND MY JOB WITHOUT THE
PRESENCE AND GUIDANCE OF THE HOLY
SPIRIT. MY FIRST “JOB” TODAY AT HOME
AND IN THE WORKPLACE IS TO SERVE AND
HONOUR JESUS AND TO LIVE AND BRING
THE FATHER’S LOVE AND HIS KINGDOM
TO A BROKEN AND STARVING WORLD, AND
SECONDLY TO HELP THE PEOPLE AS A
DOCTOR.

4: Network Businesses reflecting Kingdom
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5: Corporate Tools in TA
The last section consists of articles that report on the development of all
Touching Africa Co-operatives and their activities in our midst, as well as the
development and activities of all other corporative tools in the network.

TA CO-OPERATIVES:
TA Community and Social Development Services

TA Corporate and Business Services

TA Training and Education Services

TA Enterprise Development
TA Integrated Development Services

TA Trade and Tourism

TA Agricultural Services
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5: Corporate Tools in TA

TA Corporate and Business
Services Co-operative
~ By Tiaan Liebenberg ~
These Primary Co-operatives will function
to facilitate cooperation between associates
within different business sectors, enhancing
projects, development and business
opportunities through this Co-operative
structure.
One of these Co-operatives is the TA
Corporate and Business Services.
This Co-operative consists of professional
and other supporting business service
providers that include lawyers, graphic
designers, institutional services and various
other specialist services.
Specific services that this Co-operative will
render include among other things is:
•
Corporate Governance, statutory
and other compliance;
•
Establishment and structuring of
business vehicles (trusts, companies,
NPC’s (NPO’s and PDO’s);
•
Estate planning for individuals,
winding up of estates;
•
Labour related advice and services.
•
Land use and land management

•
•
•
•
•

property rights;
Commercial legal services and
advice;
Conveyancing, notarial and
general property related services;
HR and HR labour related functions
Website and graphic design related
services;
IT and Technology services;

The purpose of this vehicle will be to
develop a special business services hub
for the TA Network members – in order
to be an expression of the power of
being together, within a Kingdom Vision
framework GROUP. We believe that this
will lead to a mechanism that empowers
us to walk all the more in the privilege
and advantage of being a BODY in a very
practical way in the market sector.
If anyone feels that they can contribute,
add or participate in this cooperative,
feel free to contact Tiaan Liebenberg:
Tliebenberg@touching-africa,com
0825618336

5: Corporate Tools in TA
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TA WORKSHOP

An Exciting Opportunity to Work Together
TA Integrated Development Services
~ By Stephan Potgieter ~
We have our first workshop to further
develop the Touching Africa CoOperative for Integrated Development
Services. This is an opportunity for
specialists and consultants involved
in Development Projects, to create a
trustworthy forum from which projects
can be serviced. The dream is to
develop this co-operative as a “onestop” professional service to obtain
access to a team of specialists on project
level. It will include engineers, planners,
geo-specialists, agri-specialists, environmental specialists, architects and
various related specialist to work
together in future.

This co-operative gives people with a
KINGDOM VISION a platform to work
together from the same point of departure
– that we see new development as part
of the practical manifestation of the
KINGDOM of GOD. We believe this will
grow into a major instrument in the hand
of the BODY of CHRIST to contribute to
community development. The vision of
the co-operative is to develop holistic,
custom, turn-key, sustainable scientific
and engineering solutions to impact
communities in terms of basic service
delivery facing municipalities, tribal
authorities, governmental institutions and
private developers.

The workshop will be held on Friday the 13th of March
2020 at the Touching Africa office in Potchefstroom,
MC Roode 88. Professionals interested to participate
are welcome to contact Louisa Ralepelle (lralepelle@
touching-africa.com). Only 15 seats are available
and bookings will close on 9 March 2020.
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5: Corporate Tools in TA

The Main Objectives of the TA Integrated Development
Services Co-operative:
To effectively address the need for basic service delivery (i.e. water,
sanitation, housing, energy, roads, communication, etc.).
To provide turn-key, impact driven and end-user focussed development
services.
To apply the principle of sustainability and community resilience to
technical solutions.
To provide a holistic solution with services ranging from planning,
design, implementation, construction, operation and maintenance,
training, skills transfer as well as capacity building.
To channel funding to projects through the relevant Touching Africa
institutions.

TA Integrated Development Services
WORKSHOP:

Date: 13 March 2020
Place: MC Roode 88, Potchefstroom
RSVP: 9 March 2020
Contact: Louisa Ralepelle
lralepelle@touching-africa.com
15 Seats available
5: Corporate Tools in TA
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